THE PLACE OF DISCIPLES

IN
CURRENT EVENTS

Disciples have a particular role in conveying the Word
or Purpose of God for the coming era to the masses of
human beings who form the heart of humanity—the
members of the New Group of World Servers and the
simple people of goodwill. There is a place in the
hierarchy of Light that is theirs alone to fill.

To illustrate the idea on the plane of
horizontal living, we would ask you to
imagine a passenger train of many cars.
Conducting the train and seated in the
lead car is the Master of a given ashram;
the car behind him is filled with arhats and
initiates who know the Master’s purpose
and destination telepathically.

Then there is a break in the chain of communication.
The telepathic flow of light is blocked, leaving many
cars of aspirants and disciples with only the vaguest
sense of where they are headed. The inner bridge of
light does not yet exist.

Without a connection to the light of the Master’s mind
they meander. Behind them, the ranks of newly
awakening souls and probationers have even less
awareness of the train’s destination. There is a break
in the stream of energy pouring through the Ashrams
of the Masters and out to humanity as a whole.

From the time of conception of this Earth scheme,
the Planetary Logos has held in mind a plan for the
second Ray energies of love and wisdom that flow
from our Solar Logos to pass from their anchoring
place into the planetary Heart Center where the
Masters of Love and Wisdom dwell, and into the
heart of humanity.

While this idea can be grasped by the
abstract mind, it is another thing entirely
for the individual disciple to actively enter
this energy flow. This requires a
transformation of consciousness from
that of a human being to that of a soul
temporarily incarnate in a human form.

The blockage of higher energies
lies at that turning-point on the
Path where the aspirant can be
transformed—if the focused will is
present along with the requisite
spiritual love—into a disciple
prepared to enter the Ashram of a
Master.

The Aquarian Age is known as the age of groups
because the soul is ‘group conscious’—aware of the
shimmering threads of consciousness that weave
together a web of kindred souls, and aware of
being part of the Anima Mundi or the Oversoul of
all beings in nature.

The soul
on the path of
discipleship
also becomes aware
of the qualities

of its individual Soul ray

. . . and the ray of its Master through a growing vibratory
resonance that will fit the disciple to engage in the work
of the master’s ashram. As this resonance grows it
becomes second-nature, like a melody floating in the air
as the work proceeds.

To find
resonance
is to find
a common
harmonic chord
or energy
frequency.

In the future, finding that resonant chord will be aided by the
direct perception of frequencies of light, color, and sound. There
are also intensities and tonal qualities that set a piece of music or
art apart from others.

Such qualities will become perceptible waves that will attract
or repel the consciousness of those searching for their
natural group or ashram. Varying intensities of light will
form the internal structure of all ashrams. Colors reflecting
the function of an ashram and the sound of its ‘word of
creation’ will be distinguishing features.

In the new world the fact of God will be
easily assimilated, as will the Plan of
God to those of spiritual acuity. As the
age unfolds and consciousness expands,
the idea of joining a group for common
human purposes will be replaced by
magnetic forces attracting the disciple to
participate in an ashram led by a Master
who is fulfilling one of the purposes of
God.

As the new world of light comes into focus
for the evolving masses, many will be caught
in an irresistible attraction to the wisdom and
benevolence of beings of Light, much as
moths are irresistibly attracted to the light
filaments in light bulbs. The principle is
much the same.

▪ Can you envision such a time?
▪ Can you objectively assess your present
place in the chain of hierarchy and
discern the next steps you must take to
activate your own link in the chain to
meet the descending stream of light
intended for awakening human beings?

▪ How would you have to change your
life?
▪ How would you have to change your
thoughts about who you are to
become an active participant in the
planetary stream of Light and LoveWisdom?

▪ What qualities would you have to develop to live
as one who knows the Soul is only temporarily
clothed in a physical form?
▪ What is the dross that has to be burned in the
fires of self-purification to enter the higher stream
of Light?

Such questions will become
increasingly relevant as the form
side of life comes under
further assault.

It is the consciousness released
from the dense outer form that will
‘inhabit’ the new world and it is
now that the seeds of that world
are being planted. To release the
soul from its imprisonment in
form is to amplify the inner voice
and its guidance.

We know that the simplicity of these words
belies the arduousness of the spiritual task and
the needed commitment to disciplines about
which many volumes have been written.
However, this is not a teaching manual but a
brief addendum to the great Teachings of
Master D.K. concerning the role of disciples as
potential conduits of the new stream of Life
now entering the sphere of Earth.
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